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(+1)3853272462,(+1)8018206143 - https://www.swigdrinks.com/

The menu of Swig from Clearfield includes 10 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the card cost about
$2.7. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Abby H likes about Swig:

Drive thru is a little tight. If there is a line at the subway it gets a little crowded in that corner. However it is pretty
fast and they usually have an employee out there taking orders in line before the window. They do have a

rewards system and out of a lot of the drink places around I feel they have the funnest kid drinks. They used to
put the gummy's inside of the drink and now they put them on the top which is... read more. What Melissa Hague

(Ginge) doesn't like about Swig:
It's solely a drive-thru which is in an odd spot as it's technically a parking lot. The menu is HUGE and yet the

syrups are disgusting, that's just to my taste though. read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair
accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. The restaurant also offers its

customers a catering service, here they serve a comprehensive brunch in the morning.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
MOUNTAIN DEW

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Creat� your Ow�
BOBAS $4.5

Cookie�, muffin�
SUGAR COOKIE $1.9

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

No�-alcoholi�
SUNKISSED $3.5

Ol� Fashione�'�
THE NUTCRACKER $2.4

Drink�
DRINKS

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Fountai� Service� -
milkshake� &fre�e�
FREEZES $1.8

XV Coffe� Bar
THE DROPOUT $1.3

Sweet� &amp;amp; Treat�
DIRT BALL $1.9

Top Te� Customer Favorite�
DRAMA QUEEN $3.5

Swi� Men�
MERRY MAGIC $3.5

Swi� Men�



DREAM COCO $2.4
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:30 -21:30
Tuesday 07:30 -21:30
Wednesday 07:30 -21:30
Thursday 07:30 -21:30
Friday 07:30 -22:30
Saturday 08:00 -22:30
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